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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Automatic crime classification is a fundamental task in the legal
field. Given the fact descriptions, judges first determine the relevant
violated laws, and then the articles. As laws and articles are grouped
into a tree-shaped hierarchy (i.e., laws as parent labels, articles as
children labels), this task can be naturally formalized as a two
layers’ hierarchical multi-label classification problem. Generally,
the label semantics (i.e., definition of articles) and the hierarchical
structure are two informative properties for judges to make a correct
decision. However, most previous methods usually ignore the label
structure and feed all labels into a flat classification framework, or
neglect the label semantics and only utilize fact descriptions for
crime classification, thus the performance may be limited. In this
paper, we formalize crime classification problem into a matching
task to address these issues. We name our model as Hierarchical
Matching Network (HMN for short). Based on the tree hierarchy,
HMN explicitly decomposes the semantics of children labels into
the residual and alignment components. The residual components
keep the unique characteristics of each individual children label,
while the alignment components capture the common semantics
among sibling children labels, which are further aggregated as the
representation of their parent label. Finally, given a fact description,
a co-attention metric is applied to effectively match the relevant
laws and articles. Experiments on two real-world judicial datasets
demonstrate that our model can significantly outperform the stateof-the-art methods.

Hierarchical multi-label classification, Crime Classification ,Hierarchical Matching Network

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Data mining; • Computing methodologies → Machine learning; • Applied computing → Law,
social and behavioral sciences.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Crime classification is a crucial and fundamental task in the judicial field. Given the fact descriptions, one attempts to atomically
determine the correct laws and articles violated, which can provide
a handy reference for legal experts (e.g., lawyers and judges) and
improve their working efficiency [41]. Especially crime cases are increasing in recent years, making crime classification task becomes
a promising application [22].
Generally, given the fact descriptions (a set of words describing
the criminal acts), judges first determine the reverent violated laws,
then the articles followed. As laws and articles are grouped into
a two-layers’ tree hierarchy (i.e., laws as parent labels, articles as
children labels) in judicial field, this task can be cast into a twolayers’ hierarchical multi-label classification problem. Fig 1 gives
the tree hierarchical structure over articles and laws. This specific
tree-shaped structure indicates dependencies between laws and
articles. Rationally utilizing these dependencies can make the classification process efficiently and effectively. For example, there are
totally 452 different articles belonging to 10 laws in Chinese Criminal Law1 . Given the fact description, judges do not need to browse
all articles to make a judge for a crime, based on the tree-shaped
hierarchical structure, they usually select the violated laws first,
and then the relevant violated articles belonging to these laws. In
addition, definitions of articles offer abundant semantics, considering these semantics can help judges make a decision accurately.
This also corresponds to judges’ way of working: Given the fact
description, judges usually scan articles to choose the most relevant
ones according to their semantics.
1 http://www.spp.gov.cn/spp/fl/201802/t20180206_364975.shtml

• Based on the tree-shape structure and semantics of labels,
we design a decomposition strategy to explicitly extract article definitions into the alignment components and residual
components, both of which are further applied to generate
law and article representations respectively.
• Empirically we show that our model can significantly outperform state-of-the-art baselines under different evaluation
metrics on crime classification task.

article 117: Whoever sabotages a
train, motor vehicle, tram, ship or
aircraft to such a dangerous…

…

law: Crimes of Endangering
Public Security

article 118: Whoever sabotages a
railroad, bridge, tunnel, highway,
airport, waterway, lighthouse…
article 266: Whoever steals a
relatively large amount of public or
private property…

…

law: Crimes of
Property Violation

article 267: Whoever forcibly seizes
public or private money or property,
if the amount is relatively large…

Figure 1: Hierarchical structure over laws and articles,
which are extracted from Chinese Criminal Laws. Laws and
articles are grouped into a tree-shaped structure, where laws
are parent labels, articles are children labels. Each article
only has one parent label.
Though several studies have investigated that are capable of
dealing with hierarchies [7, 38], previous works in this specific
scenario usually ignore the hierarchical structure over laws and
articles, and feed all articles into a flat classification framework for
prediction. In addition, article definitions are ignored, while these
definitions offer informative semantics for classification. These two
problems limit the prediction performance, which in turn raises an
interesting question: Can we fuse these informative properties into
a unified framework for crime classification?
To address these issues, in this paper, we design a novel Hierarchical Matching Network (HMN for short) of fusing both hierarchical
structure and semantics of labels to predict correct laws and articles, and we formalize crime classification problem into a matching
task between facts and labels (laws and articles). Specifically, HMN
utilizes GRU to embed both labels and facts into a low embedding
space. Based on the tree-shaped hierarchy over labels, HMN explicitly decomposes semantics of children labels into the alignment
component and residual components according to the attention
mechanism. The alignment components capture the similar semantics of children labels belonging to a same parent label, which are
further aggregated as the representation of their parent label. The
residual components represent the unique characteristics of each
children label that are aggregated as representation of children
label. Finally, a coattention mechanism is utilized between the fact
labels to generate effective semantics for a correct matching.
We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model based on
two legal datasets. For comparison, we take into account several
well-known traditional flat classification models and hierarchical
classification models. The empirical results show that our model
can significantly outperform all the baselines in terms of all the
evaluation metrics. We also provide detailed analysis on HMN
model, and conduct case studies to verify the effectiveness of the
decomposition strategy. In total the contributions of our work are
as follows:
• We formalize crime classification problem into a matching
task to analyze the semantic matching between labels (laws
and articles) and facts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After a summary
of related work in Section 2, we give the motivation of our work
in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe the problem formalization of
semantic matching in juridical scenario and our proposed model.
We provide experiments and evaluations in Section 5. Section 6
concludes this paper and discusses future directions.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section we briefly review three research areas related to our
work, which are judgment prediction, multi-label classification, and
semantic matching respectively.

2.1

Judgment Prediction

As a typical task in legal intelligence, automatic judgment prediction has been studied for decades, and most existing works usually
formalize this task as the text classification framework. For example,
Hu et al. [4] introduced several discriminative attributes to enhance
the connections between the fact descriptions and charges, and
these attributes and charges were inferred simultaneously. Inspired
by the success of attention mechanism in NLP task, researchers
began to handle legal prediction task by incorporating attention
mechanisms. For example, Luo et al. [24] proposed an attentionbased neural model for charge prediction by incorporating the
relevant articles. Long el al. [23] utilized the attention mechanism
to model the complex semantic interactions among facts, pleas,
and articles. Wang et al. [34] introduced unified Dynamic Pairwise Attention Model for crime classification over articles. In their
work, a pairwise attention model based on article definitions was
incorporated into the classification model to help alleviate the label
imbalance problem.
As we can see, all of these works ignored the natural tree hierarchical structure over laws and articles. Recently, Zhong et al. [27]
formalized the dependencies among subtasks as a Directed Acyclic
Graph and proposed a topological multi-task learning framework
for both article and charge predictions. However, the valuable semantics of articles are ignored. In our work we try to fuse both
hierarchical structure and semantics of labels into a unified model
for crime classification.

2.2

Multi-label Classification

Multi-label classification studies the problem where each example
is represented by a single instance while associated with a set of
labels simultaneously. Considering the structure of labels, it can
be divided into Flat Multi-label Classification, and Hierarchical
Multi-label Classification [32].
2.2.1 Flat Multi-label Classification. The flat classification approach,
which is the simplest one to deal with hierarchical classification

problems, consists of completely ignoring the class hierarchy, typically predicting only classes at the leaf nodes [14, 40]. For example,
Boutell et al. decomposed the multi-label problem to a number of
multiple dependent binary classification problems [5]. Li and Guo
proposed to exploit kernel canonical correlation analysis (KCCA)
to capture nonlinear label correlations and performed nonlinear
label space reduction for multi-label learning [20].
2.2.2 Hierarchical Multi-label Classification. Hierarchical multilabel classification is a classification task where the classes to be
predicted are hierarchically organized. Several studies have investigated new alternatives to solve HMC problems, which can be
further categorized as local and global approaches [7, 31].
The idea of local approaches is to generate a hierarchy of classifiers following a top-down strategy, in which each classifier is
responsible for the prediction of either particular labels or particular hierarchical levels [8, 12]. For example, Bianchi et al. [9] trained
a classifier for each hierarchical label and calculated class probabilities for all examples. Wehrmann [35] proposed novel deep neural
network architectures for hierarchical multi-label classification in
tree-structured and DAG-structured hierarchies. Though the local
approaches can well extract information from regions of the class
hierarchy, a disadvantage of the local approach is that an error
at a certain class level is going to be propagated downwards the
hierarchy.
Global approaches usually consist of a single classifier capable of
associating objects with their corresponding classes in the hierarchy
as a whole. For example, Vens et al. [33] induced a single decision
tree to deal with the entire class hierarchy. Chietgat [29] further
used an ensemble technique to combine different decision-trees.
Sangsuriyun [28] proposed a global method based on rule sets,
and applied it in the classification of protein and Gene Ontology
data. Compared with the local approaches, the main drawbacks
of global approaches are that dependencies between classes are
not leveraged in the training and classification process, and the
additional computational cost of training parallel classifiers [2].

2.3

Semantic Matching

Semantic matching is a technique to identify information which
is semantically related, which is widely used in question answering [21], natural language inference [6], and information retrieval [17],
etc. For example, Jin et al. [18] considered a document title as a possible query, and used the title document pairs to train the translation
model. Shen et al. [30] utilized the word level similarity matrix to
discover fine-grained alignment of two sentences. Guo introduced
a novel retrieval model by viewing the matching between queries
and documents as a transportation problem [15].
The advantage of this technique is that it conducts more analysis
to represent the meanings of the sentence with richer representations and then perform matching with these representations. In our
work, we treat labels and facts as sentences, by this we formalize
the traditional crime classification task into a matching task.

3

MOTIVATION

Article definitions contain valuable information that can help judges
make a correct decision. As Table 1 shows, article 119 is determined
as the semantic of its definition matches the fact description. Thus,

Table 1: An example of the judgment case, including a fact
and labels violated. Words written in bold share similar semantics between the fact and labels.

fact

laws and
articles

On the morning of May 1, 2018, local governments
began to demolish illegal factories reported by
the villages; by noon Guo and Wang threw several
self-made explosives to prevent the demolition,
several cars were damaged..
law 6: Crimes against Public Safety:
article 119: Whoever sabotages any means of
transport, transportation facility,electric
power facility...

modelling both the label and fact semantics through a matching
model seems an appropriate approach to improve the prediction
performance. However, when analyzing semantics of labels, we find
three interesting properties over label definitions: (1) Comparing
with articles, laws have no descriptions, it brings challenges in
generating semantics of laws; (2) Semantics of articles having a
same parent label are similar. This is also very natural because all
articles belonging to Crimes of Endangering Public Security
are related with violence, and articles belonging to law Crimes
of Property Violation are relevant with properties. These similar
semantics over children labels can well represent their parent label
to discern them from the ones belonging to other parent labels; (3)
Though these similar semantics shared by its articles are useful
for classifying parent labels, they become irrelevant noises for
predicting the correct children labels from its siblings. For example,
In Fig 1, comparing with article 266, article 267 also relates with
bribery, the existence of violence is the only key factor to distinguish
these two articles. These similar descriptions bring difficulties to
make a correct judgment.
Thus, it is necessary to formalize crime classification task into a
matching task to check whether the facts and labels are relevant according to their semantics, and a decomposition strategy is needed
to extract these similar semantics over articles that shared by their
sibling labels, and utilizes these similar semantics to represent their
parent labels. This is the major motivation of our work.

4

OUR APPROACH

In this section, we first introduce the problem formalization of
crime classification. We then describe our HMN model in detail.We
finally present the learning and prediction procedure of HMN.

4.1

Formalization

Let X={x 1 , x 2 , ...x |X | } denote all the facts, P={p1 , p2 , . . . , p |P | } denote all the parent labels (i.e, laws), and C={c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c |C | } denote
all the children labels (i.e, articles). We use C (p) to represent p’s
children labels, and P (c) to represent c’s parent label. Each instance
is represented as a triple (x, Px , Cx ), where x ∈ X represents the
fact, Px ∈ P represents the parent label set of x, and Cx ∈ C represents the children label set of x. In the following sections, we will
use the “parent label" instead of the law, and the “children label"
instead of the article for clarity.

alignment
component

laws representations

article

…

…
…

residual
component

( , )

attentive context
over the fact and laws
fact representation

…
alignment
component

…

( , | )

attentive context
over the fact and articles

articles representations

article
residual
component
encoder

decomposition layer

matching layer

Figure 2: Over architecture of Hierarchical Matching Network (HMN). HMN contains three layers for embedding and matching.
The encoder layer obtains semantic matrices of articles and facts. In decomposition layer, alignment components of articles
belonging to the same law are aggregated as the law representation, while residual components are aggregated as the article
representation. The matching layer generates attentive contexts, and outputs relevance scores.
Given a fact x, we aim to generate a relevance score for each
parent label p ∈ P and children label c ∈ C to check whether they
are relevant or not.

4.2

HMN

In this section, we introduce our Hierarchical Matching Network
(HMN) in detail. Fig 2 shows the architecture of HMN model. The
model consists of three consecutive layers for embedding and
matching: 1) the encoder layer that constructs semantic matrices for both facts and children labels; 2) the decomposition layer
that extracts semantic matrices of children labels into alignment
components and residual components, and further generate representations of parent labels and children labels respectively; 3) the
matching layer that select attentive semantics for labels and facts,
and generates the relevance scores. In the following, we present
the design of each layer and the philosophy of such designs.
4.2.1 Encoder Layer. In juridical field, each children label c ∈ C
and fact x ∈ X are described by a set of words. Here we take the
bag-of-word representation as the input, and map each word to a
vector in a continuous space. More formally, let V = {vi ∈ R D |i =
1, 2, . . . } denote all the word vectors in a D-dimensional continuous
space. Given each fact x, we aggregate the word vectors to obtain its
semantic matrix Vf as [hf (1), ..., hf (n)], where hf (t) are regarded
as the representation at time step t, which are obtained by the Gated
Recurrent Unit [10]:
hf (t) = GRU (vt : t ∈ x, vt ∈ V, hf (t − 1)).

(1)

where n is the fixed length of Vf . Similarly, based on GRU, given
children label c’ definition, we obtain the initial semantic matrix Sc
as [hc (1), . . . , hc (m)], where m is the fixed length of Sc .
4.2.2 Decomposition Layer. Based on the initial semantic matrix of the children label generated in the previous layer, HMN
decomposes each initial semantic matrix of the children label into
the alignment component and the residual component explicitly.
Inspired by [1, 16], for each children label c, we use the following
cosine metric to measure the similarity between c and its sibling
labels:
hc (t) · hs (m)
ac,s = (ac,s (t))1×m , where ac,s (t) =
(2)
∥hc (t)∥ · ∥hs (m)∥
where s ∈ SIB (c) represents one sibling label of c. As we can see, ac,s
measures the similarity between each position of children label c
and s. The alignment component of children label c is then denoted
as Hc,a = [hc,a (1), hc,a (2), . . . , hc,a (m)] with each column hc,a (t)
computed as follows:
hc,a (t) =

1
|SIB(c)|

Õ

ac,s (t) · hc (t)

(3)

s ∈SIB(c)

where |SIB(c)| represents the number of c’s sibling labels. According
to Equation (3), hc,a (t) indicates the average similarities between
the t-th position of c and its sibling labels. Based on the initial
semantic matrix Sc and the alignment component Hc,a , the residual
component for the children label c is defined as:
Hc,r = Sc − Hc,a .

(4)

As we can see, according to Equation (4), we extract the similarity
semantics Hc,a from Sc . Thus Hc,r captures the unique characteristics of label c. We then compress the alignment component Hc,a
and residual component Hc,r into single vectors to summarize all
the information through the aggregation function д(·):
1 Õ
hc,a (t)
vc,a = д(Hc,a ) =
m t
(5)
1 Õ
vc,r = д(Hc,r ) =
hc,r (t)
m t
where д(·) aggregates one matrix by columns into a single vector. For a parent label p, we concatenate all the compressed alignment components and residual components of its children labels.
Thus, we obtain the semantic of the parent label, and semantic
of its children label set. For example, suppose the children label set of p is C(p)={c 1 , c 5 , c 9 }, the semantic matrices of p and its
children set are written as Vp = [vc 1,a , vc 5,a , vc 9,a ] and VC(p) =
[vc 1,r , vc 5,r , vc 9,r ] respectively. We then iterate this procedure over
all parent labels to obtain all representations of parents VP and
their children label sets VC , where VP = [Vp1 , Vp2 , ..., Vp |P | ], and
VC = [VC(p1 ) , VC(p2 ) , ..., VC(C |P | ) ].
As we can see, according to the decomposition layer, we obtain
VP to represent semantics of all laws, and VC to represent semantics
of all articles.
4.2.3 Matching Layer. The purpose of this layer is to select attentive semantics from both facts and labels to generate relevance
scores for matching. Specifically, given a fact x, one of its parent
label p, and one of its children label c c ∈ Cx , and c ∈ C(p) ,
we propose a coattention mechanism [37] to compute the affinity
matrix:

Mf ,p = Vf s(VTf VP ),
Mp, f
= Vp s (VTf VP )T
(6)

Mf ,c = Vf s(VTf VC(p) ), Mc, f = VC(p)s (VTf VC(p) )T
where s(·) represents the softmax function. Matrices Mf ,p and Mp, f
contain affinity scores between words of fact x and all parent labels
P, and matrices Mf ,c and Mc,f contain affinity scores between
words of fact x and the children label set C(p).
Note that for a children label c, as we have known its parent
label through the label hierarchical structure. As a prior knowledge,
we can calculate the affinity matrices according to VC(p) instead of
the whole article representations VC .
To integrate both the fact and label semantics for crime classification, hybrid representations vf ,p ∈ R 2D and vf ,c ∈ R 2D is then
obtained from the aggregation of attention contexts. Based on the
hybrid representation, our HMN outputs the relevance scores of
(x, p) and (x, c) through the sigmoid function σ (·) in Equation (7).
P(p, x) = σ (wp · vf ,p )
P(c, x |p) = σ (wc · vf ,c )

= σ (wp · [д(Mf ,p ); д(Mp, f )])
= σ (wc · [д(Mf ,c ); д(Mc, f )])

(7)

where wp and wc are parameters need to learn. Finally, by considering all facts and their label sets, we obtain our learning approach
as follows:
Õ  Õ
Õ

L({x, Px , Cx }) =
ln P(p, x) −
ln P(p̄, x)
x ∈X

+

Õ
c ∈ Cx

p ∈ Px

ln P(c, x |p) −

p̄ ∈S(p)

Õ
c̄ ∈SIB(c)

ln P(c̄, x |p)



(8)

where c̄ and p̄ are negative labels mined from siblings of c and p
respectively.

4.3

Learning and Prediction

In order to learn parameters of HMN model, we use the Adam
optimizer. For each iteration, we update the parameters of our
model according to Equation(8). Similar with [13, 39], we apply a
simple linear function to determine a threshold for each label.
With the learned parameters, the matching strategy is as follows:
For all parent labels P and children labels C, we first generate their
representations through the decomposition strategy. Based on the
fixed label representations, given a fact x, the best parent label set
is a combination of assignments with the highest score from each
parent label given the input:
Õ
Op (x, p) =
I (P(p, x) > δp )
(9)
p ∈P

where I (·) denotes the indicator function, Op (x, p) is the relevance
score function when feeding label set p to x, and δp is the learned
threshold of parent label p. After obtaining the best parent label
set Px∗ = maxp ⊂P Op (x, p) according to Equation (7), the children
label set is obtained as follows:
Õ Õ
Oc (x, c) =
I (P(c, x |p) > δc )
(10)
p ∈ Px∗ c ∈C(p)

where Oc (x, c) is the relevance score function when feeding children labels to x, and δc is the learned threshold of the children
label c. As we can see, according to Equation (7) and Equation (8),
for each fact, we only need to conduct a forward computation to
generate the scores for each parent label. Based on the selected
parent labels, we further scan each of their children labels to select
the relevant children labels.

5

EXPERIMENT

In this section, we conduct empirical experiments to verify the
effectiveness of our proposed HMN on crime classification task.
We first introduce the experimental settings, then we compare our
HMN to the baseline methods to demonstrate its effectiveness on
crime classification.

5.1

Dataset

We conduct our empirical experiments on two real-world legal
datasets, i.e., the Fraud and Civil Action dataset, and the CAIL
dataset.
• Fraud and Civil Action [34] comprises 40,256 criminal
cases related with fraud, civil action, etc. These data are
crawled from China Judgment Online2 and span from Jan.2016
to June. 2016.
• CAIL[41] contains criminal cases published by the Supreme
People’s Court. Each case consists of two parts, i.e., fact
description and corresponding judgment result (including
laws, articles, and charges).
For all datasets we mentioned above, we first conduct some preprocess on our datasets. Specifically, we remove all dismissed cases.
For the rest cases, we then extract fact descriptions, applicable
2 http://wenshu.court.gov.cn/

Table 2: Statistics of the two legal datasets for experiments.

dataset
Fraud and
Civil Action
CAIL

#fact

#Laws

#Articles

average fact
description size

average article
definition size

average law set size
per fact

average article set size
per fact

17,160

8

70

1,455

136

2.6

4.3

204,231

8

183

1,444

129

1.4

1.3

Table 3: Performance comparison over HNM-I and HMN on crime classification in terms of different evaluation metrics on
two datasets. The best performance in each case is written in bold. (All the values in the table are percentage numbers with%
omitted).

dataset

model

Fraud and
Civil Action

HMN-I
HMN
HMN-I
HMN

CAIL

Macro-P

parent labels (laws)
Macro-R Macro-F

77.1
77.5
82.1
82.5

38.1
38.3
84.3
84.4

47.2
47.5
82.8
83.2

laws and articles. After preprocessing we obtain 17, 160 facts on
the Fraud and Civil Action dataset, and 204, 231 facts on the CAIL
dataset. The statistics of two datasets are shown in Table 2.
Finally, we split all the datasets into two non-overlapping parts,
the training set and testing set, with a ratio 8:2.

5.2

Jaccard

Macro-P

69.5
70.1
59.3
60.1

70.3
73.1
59.1
61.9

children labels (articles)
Macro-R Macro-F Jaccard
34.6
37.1
76.3
79.8

42.5
45.2
61.2
66.5

65.3
68.9
72.5
77.4

• HMCN: Hierarchical Multi-label Classification Network,
which is a multiple-output deep neural network that performs both local and global optimization [36].
CC, TextCNN-MLL, HSVM, and HMCN were using Scikit−multilearn3 ,
which is a widely adopted classification tool. For DPAM4 , BP-MLL5 ,
and TOPJUDGE6 , we use the code released by their authors.

Baselines

We adopt two types of baselines for comparison, including flat multilabel classification models and hierarchical multi-label classification
models.
For flat multi-label classification models, we consider both shallow models and deep models:
• BP-MLL: BP-MLL [39] is derived from the popular backpropagation algorithm through employing a pairwise error
function to capture the characteristics of multi-label learning.
• CC: Classifier Chains [26] is a chaining method that can
model label correlations while maintaining an acceptable
computational complexity.
• TextCNN-MLL: A deep flat classification method, which
uses a convolution network for input representation [19],
and employs a new error function similar to BP-MLL.
• DPAM: A unified Dynamic Pairwise Attention Model [34]
that fusing article semantics into a pairwise attention matrix
for crime classification.
Hierarchical multi-label classification models include:
• HSVM: Hierarchy of Support Vector Machine [3], where
SVM is learned for each class separately, and then combined
using a Bayesian network model so that the predictions
are consistent with the hierarchy constraint. As we can see,
HSVM is a local approach of HMC.
• TOPJUDGE: A topological multi-task learning framework [41],
which incorporates multiple subtasks and DAG dependencies into judgment prediction.

5.3

Evaluation Metric

As both flat multi-label classification models and hierarchical multilabel classification models are analyzed in this paper, for fair comparison, in this paper, we employ the commonly used macro Precision (Macro-P), macro Recall (Macro-R), macro F-measure (Macro-F)
and Jaccard as our evaluation metrics [5, 11, 25]. We performed
significant tests using the paired t-test. Differences are considered
statistically significant when the p−value is lower than 0.05.

5.4

Parameter Settings

To make fair comparisons, all the embedding parameters are randomly initialized in the range of (0, 1), the Adam optimizer is determined from 0.1 to 0.0001, and model dimension is tuned in the
range of {100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350}. For each fact description, we
set n=500, for each children label definition, we set m=30.
We conduct five-fold cross-validation on the training set to tune
the best hyper-parameters of each baseline. For TOPJUDGE, we
use sequential form of DAG to model the dependencies between
laws and articles, the learning rate of is 0.0001, and the dropout
probability is 0.5. For DPAM, we set the burning number as 800, and
learning rate as 0.0001. For HMN7 , we set learning rate as 0.0005.
For all models, We set the batch size to 32.

3 http://scikit.ml/
4 https://github.com/IntelligentLaw/DPAM
5 http://lamda.nju.edu.cn/code_BPMLL.ashx
6 https://github.com/thunlp/TopJudge
7 The

code is available at https://github.com/IntelligentLaw/HMN

Figure 3: Performance comparison of the final HMN model with its two sub-variant models FMN and HN on two datasets in
terms of Marco-P, Macro-R, Macro-F, and Jaccard.

5.5

Analysis on the HMN Model

HMN fuses both hierarchical structure and semantics of labels
into a unified framework for crime classification. In this section
we conducted experiments to compare different implementations
of the two informative properties used in HMN. Through these
experiments, we try to gain a better understanding of the model.
Table 4: Performance comparison of HNM-R and HMN over
two datasets (all the values in the table are percentage numbers with% omitted). Best performance is written in bold.
dataset

model

macro-P

macro-R

macro-F

Jaccard

Fraud and
Civil Action

HMN-R
HMN
HMN-R
HMN

69.1
73.1
76.7
80.9

34.6
37.1
53.2
61.9

42.3
45.2
60.5
66.5

66.1
68.9
73.3
77.4

CAIL

5.5.1 Analysis on Decomposition Strategy. One advantage of HMN
is that it designs a decomposition strategy to generate both law
and article representations. In this section we analyze the impact
of decomposition strategy to crime classification.
We first make some degeneration on HMN. Specifically, in decomposition layer, for each children label c ∈ C, we replace both
the alignment component Hc,a and the residual component Hc,r
to Sc . By this we use initial semantic matrices of the articles to
generate laws representations and article representations respectively. We name the new model as HMN-I. Comparing with HMN,
HMN-I removes the decomposition strategy, and utilizing initial
label definitions to generate label representations. Table 4 shows
the performance comparison between HNM and HNM-I over labels
at different layers. From the results we have the following observations: (1) HMN shows a slight better performance than HMN-I on
law classification over different evaluation metrics. It demonstrates

that articles’ alignment components have contained enough semantics to discern laws, feeding the residual components to generate
law representations seems to bring none valuable information but
noises for a correct law prediction. (2) HMN performs obviously
better than HNM-I on article classification, the relative performance
improvement on the CAIL dataset over Macro-P, Macro-R, MacroF, and Jaccard is around 2.8%, 4.4%, 3.5%, and 4.9%, respectively.
It further demonstrates that the significance of extracting similar
semantics when classifying articles.
As the tree-shaped label hierarchy only has two layers, thus
if children label is classified correctly. it means that all its parent
labels are also classified correctly. In the following section, we only
give the performance comparison over children labels.
5.5.2 Analysis on Label Definitions. Another advantage of HMN is
that it introduces label definitions for crime classification. In this
section we try to analyze whether introducing label definitions can
bring performance for crime classification.
Specifically, we remove all article definitions from HMN, by this
there is no operations for articles in both encoder layer and decomposition layer. For VP and VC , we randomly generate each of their
elements. We name the new model as HMN-R. The performance
comparison between HMN and HMN-R is shown in Table 4. As
we can see, HMN outperforms HMN-R on all evaluation metrics. It
demonstrates the significance of introducing label definitions for
crime classification.
5.5.3 Semantics VS Hierarchical Structure. In this section we further analyze the benefits when introducing label semantics and
label structure respectively. For clear comparison, we also make
some degradation of HMN. First, we delete the label hierarchy from
HMN. Specifically, we remove laws representations from HMN,
then we use the initial semantic matrices of children labels instead
of residual components to generate article representations. After obtaining the hybrid representation according to the matching layer,

Table 5: Performance on crime classification between the baselines and our model (all the values in the table are percentage numbers with% omitted). The best performance in each case is written in bold. The last column shows the percentage
improvement of our results against the best baseline, which are significant at p-value≤0.05.

Dataset

Fraud and
Civil Action

CAIL

Flat Mulit-label Classification

Metric
Macro-P
Macro-R
Macro-F
Jaccard
Macro-P
Macro-R
Macro-F
Jaccrad

BP-MLL

CC

TextCNN-MLL

DPAM

45.1
30.4
34.4
60.1
41.6
30.2
33.6
59.7

43.2
28.6
33.6
58.5
42.1
32.5
35.6
62.6

68.5
34.3
40.5
65.5
76.3
54.3
60.1
72.3

71.2
35.5
43.5
67.9
78.3
57.7
63.3
74.9

we use this hybrid representation to predict both of its laws and
articles. We name the new model as Flat Matching Network (FMN).
Secondly, in order to remove all label definitions from HMN, we
directly replace hybrid representations to the fact representation
in the matching layer, by this no label semantics are kept, and we
name the new model as Hierarchical Network (HN). We further
compare the two sub-models FMN and HN as well as our HMN to
show the differences among them. Figure 3 shows the performance
comparison of these three models.
As we can see, FMN performs better than HN on both datasets, it
demonstrates that label semantics provide more informative properties than the hierarchical label structure for crime classification. By
fusing both hierarchical structure and semantics of labels into a unified framework, HMN obtains the best performance on two datasets,
which verifies the necessaries of considering both semantics and
hierarchical structure of labels for crime classification.

5.6

Comparison against Baselines

We compare our HMN model to the state-of-the-art baseline methods on crime classification task. The performance results are shown
in Table 5.
We first analyze the performance of flat hierarchical multi-label
classification models (BP-MLL, CC, TextCNN-MLL and DPAM) on
two datasets. We see that comparing with the shallow model BPMLL and CC, the deep models TextCNN-MLL and DPAM obtain a
better performance on all evaluation metrics. It demonstrates that
deep models can well model the semantics of fact descriptions for
classification. This observation is also coincidence with the previous findings [34, 41]. In addition, we found the performance of
CC is not stable. CC works better than BP-MLL on Fraud and Civil
Action dataset, while on CAIL dataset, BP-MLL can achieve a better
performance than CC. The reason is that as a chaining method, CC
is influenced by the error propagation: if CC misclassifies a label,
the incorrect label is passed on to the next classifier and sway the
next classifier to a wrong decision [34]. Finally, by fusing label semantics to alleviate the label sparsity problem, DPAM outperforms
TextCNN-MLL on two datasets.
For hierarchical multi-label classification models, by leveraging
label dependencies in the tree-shaped hierarchy, HSVM performs
better than BP-MLL and CC. It further demonstrates the significance

Hierarchical
Mulit-label Classification
HSVM HMCN TOPJUDGE
44.6
31.5
35.1
62.2
43.3
31.2
34.5
63.1

69.1
35.3
41.1
66.1
77.5
55.6
62.4
73.8

68.9
35.1
40.7
65.8
77.1
54.9
61.1
72.9

Matching Model

Improve

HMN
73.1
37.1
45.2
68.9
80.9
61.9
66.5
77.4

1.9
1.6
1.7
1.0
2.6
3.2
2.2
2.5

of concerning label hierarchical dependencies for the hierarchical
multi-label classification task. By introducing label dependencies
as prior knowledge for the prediction, TOPJUDGE performs better
than HSVM. By simultaneously optimizing local and global loss
functions for discovering local hierarchical class-relationships and
global information from the entire label hierarchy, HMCN performs better than local approaches (HSVM and TOPJUDGE) on all
evaluation metrics.
An interesting observation is that as a flat multi-label classification model, DPAM performs better than HMCN. The reason
may be that in judicial field, comparing with label structures, label
semantics play a more important role for crime classification task.
This observation is also coinciding with our previous finds (e.g.,
FMN performs better than HN).
Finally, by fusing both hierarchical structure and semantics of
labels into a unified framework, our HMN outperforms all the
baseline methods in terms of all the evaluation measures on two
datasets. Take the CAIL dataset as an example, when compared with
the second-best baseline (i.e. DPAM), the performance improvement
by HMN over Macro-P, Macro-R, Macro-F, and Jaccard is around
2.6%, 3.2%, 2.2%, and 2.5%, respectively.

5.7

The Impact of Label Definition Size

Here we investigate the impact of the label definition size to the final
performance. Specifically, we tried m ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70}
on two datasets. Figure 4 shows the test performance of HMN in
term of Macro-F against the label definition size. From the results
we find that as the label definition size m increases, the test performance in terms of Macro-F increases too. We also see that the
performance begins to decrease slowly when m>30, and this trend
is quite consistent on two datasets. For example, when increasing m
from 50 to 60 on CAIL dataset, the relative performance decreased
is about 0.021%. We assume the reason is that latter half definitions
of all articles are relevant with charges (i.e., surveillance, detention,
fixed-time imprisonment), which are very similar with each other.
These similar definitions will be further extracted according to the
decomposition layer to generate law representations, which gives
no help for classifying children labels while brings more noises for
law classifications. Thus, if we consider larger article definition size,

Table 6: Semantics analysis among article definitions. According to the attention weight learned in decomposition layer, words
written in bold represent Top-3 significant words representing semantics of articles, while words underline are Top-3 significant words representing laws.
Law

Article

Crimes of Endangering
Public Security

117

118

Crimes of Property Violation

264

267

Definition
Whoever sabotages a train, motor vehicle, tram, ship or aircraft to such a dangerous
extent as to overturn or destroy it, but with no serious consequences, shall be sentenced
to fixed-term imprisonment of not less than three years but not more than 10 years...
Whoever sabotages a railroad, bridge, tunnel, highway, airport, waterway, lighthouse or
sign or conducts any other sabotaging activities to such a dangerous extent as to overturn or
destroy it, but with no serious consequences, shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment
of not less than three years but not more than 10 years...
Whoever steals a relatively large amount of public or private property or commits theft
repeatedly shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than three years,
criminal detention or public surveillance and shall also, or shall only, be fined...
Whoever forcibly seizes public or private money or property, if the amount is relatively
large, shall be sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment of not more than three years,
criminal detention or public surveillance and shall also, or shall only, be fined...

it will decrease the classification performance and bring larger computational complexity. Therefore, in our performance comparison
experiment, we set article definition size as 30 on two datasets.

5.8

Case Study

To better understand what can be learned by HMN, here we conduct
a case study to further analyze our decomposition strategy. Specifically, we select two articles from law Crimes of Endangering
Public Security and two articles from law Crimes of Property
Violation that used previously in this paper for a detail semantic
analysis. As after the decomposition layer we can obtain the attention weight of each word in the article definition, here we select
Top-3 words with the highest attention weights in both alignment
and residual components for a detail comparison, and the result is
shown in Table 6.
As we can see, for Crimes of Endangering Public Security,
words “sabotages, overturn", and“ destroy" are chosen from its two
articles (i.e., article 117, and article 118) to generate its representation, while for Crimes of Property Violation, words “large,
private, property", and “ imprisonment" are selected. Given these
words, we can easily discern these two laws. In addition, for article
264 and article 267, we see that their definitions are quite similar,

the only difference is that comparing with article 264, article 267 is
related with violent factors. According to the decomposition strategy, words “forcibly, seizes, money" are chosen to represent article
264, and words “steal, theft, repeatedly"" are key words representing
article 267, which can also be easily discerned.
This case shows that it is necessary to extract similar semantics
shared by articles having a same parent label, and our HMN can
well make it through the decomposition strategy.

6

Crime classification is an interesting and crucial task in judicial
field, which in not well explored. In this paper, we analyzed two
informative properties for crime classification. In order to cast
crime classification task into a matching problem for a better prediction, a novel Hierarchical Matching Network (HMN) is proposed
to fuse both the hierarchical structure and semantics of labels into
a unified framework. By designing a decomposition strategy, HMN
decomposes article definitions into the residual and alignment components. The residual components capture unique characteristics
of articles, while alignment components are aggregated to form
law representations. A coattention mechanism is finally applied to
generate relevance scores for matching.
In this paper, HMN concerns a shallow hierarchical structure,
only dependencies between laws and articles are concerned. In the
future, we will introduce more subtasks (i.e. such as charges, fines,
and the term of penalty) in legal judgment, and analyze the impact
of their dependencies for crime classification. We would also like to
extend the usage of our HMN model to other applications to verify
its effectiveness.

7
Figure 4: Performance variation in terms of Macro-F against
the article definition size on two datasets. X-axis represents
the definition size, which is increased from 10 to 70.

CONCLUSION
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